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1. The papers must be prepared using the proper standard 
English language. Name and address of the responsible 
translator (or language lecturer) to be indicated at the 
end of the article as a Note.

2. The papers should be limited max. 10 (11) typewritten 
pages A4 (or about 18 000 - 19 800 characters: 1 A4 =  
18 000 characters); illustrations are included (figures 
and tables). The text should be written in MS Word with 
letters Times New Roman, characters’ size 12.  Papers 
should be written in 3rd person, according to the legal 
standards and INDOK-regulations.

3. Authors are obliged to write metrological correctly, using 
appropriate terminology. The application of SI-units is 
obligatory. For all applied physical characteristics and 
factors it is necessary to enclose their list containing 
names and coherent SI-units.

4. The title and abstract (max. 110 - 120 words) and key 
words (max. 5 words) should be separately enclosed.

5. UDC (Universal decimal classification) is obligatory 
for the paper.

6. Symbols of physical values should be written in capital 
and small italics and numerical values in normal 
letters.

7. Diagrams must be prepared using appropriable program 
package e.g. Corel Draw. The size of the symbols should 
be selected so that after the expected reduction of the 
figure (on 8 cm) each of the capital letters is 2 mm high, 
model:

AdditionAl importAnt wArning to AUtHorS for joUrnAl metAlUrgijA

This is an “Abstract” from “Instructions to the authors” to serve as an additional important warning to authors/co-
authors on how to prepare articles for publication in Metalurgija journal.

8. The tables must be prepared similary, model:

9. Generally the figures must be prepared similary, 
model:

10. References should be numerated according to the 
sequence of appearance in the paper and the number 
of each reference inserted into the text in appropriate 
position using square brackets. The references must 
be cited according with the rules of Chemical Abstract 
(see also “Instructions to the Authors” in journal 
Metalurgija) and they are of recent date.

11. Papers should be submitted in two print copies and one 
electronic version on CD, the author’s address with first 
and the last name of all authors and e-mail should be 
included, to the address of Editorial Board:

  10000 Zagreb, Berislavićeva 6, Croatia.

12. Articles not prepared in acccordance with this Warning 
will not be officially accepted for further review and 
wil not be returned to their authors. The outcome of 
their submissions the authors can see on the Website 
of Croatian Metallurgical Society.


